Privacy and Consent Statement for DMA Summer School
18-22 September 2023

1 Purpose and data collection department
The organizational team of DMA'23 collects your personal data to prepare, implement, follow-up, and evaluate the summer school from 18-22 September 2023 successfully. Receiver of your information is:

- Sandra Bley, Program Support, Cluster of Excellence cfaed of TU Dresden, Barkhausenbau, Helmholtzstr. 18, 01069 Dresden, Tel.: +49 351 463 43701, sandra.bley@tu-dresden.de
- Prof Stefan Mannfeld, TU Dresden, 01062 Dresden, Tel.: +49 351 463-39923, stefan.mannsfeld@tu-dresden.de
- Ines Beck, GlobalFoundries Management Services, Wilschdorfer Landstr. 101, 01109 Dresden, Tel.: +49 351 277-2932, ines.beck@gf.com
- Julia Reimann, Robert Bosch Semiconductor Manufacturing Dresden, Robert-Bosch-Ring 1, 01109 Dresden, Tel.: +49 351 8547-2101, Julia.Reimann@de.bosch.com
- Corinna Walter, Infineon Technologies Dresden, Königsbrücker Str. 180, 01099 Dresden, Tel.: +49 351 886 1105, Corinna.Walter@infineon.com
- Mathilde Stenzel, X-FAB Dresden, Grenzstr. 28, 01109 Dresden, Tel.: +49 152 2882 6227, mathilde.stenzel@xfab.com

2 Obligation to provide personal data
The provision of the data is necessary to enable DMA'23 to offer its services.

3 Data processing
We collect your registration data protected from access by third parties. We use your data only for the organization/evaluation of the summer school and in particular for resource planning. The companies involved might invite you to join mailing lists for recruitment purposes. With your registration, you agree to the sending of emails related to the offer.

4 Voluntariness and revocation
Your information is voluntary, and you can revoke your consent at any time by emailing Sandra.bley@tu-dresden.de. If you refuse or cancel your permission, this can lead to problems both with participation and with the settlement of your summer school participation.

5 Data transmission
Data will not be transferred to third parties. Your personal data will not be published at any time.

6 Storage time and deletion of data
We store your data until your conference participation has been fully invoiced, but no longer than Dec 31, 2023. At this point, we delete your saved data.

7 Publication
We do not publish your registration data in connection with your conference participation. If you have given us photo/filming permission, we use it as indicated.
8 Information rights
I am aware that I can request information at any time about the data processed about me and the possible recipients of this data to whom it has been transmitted, and that I am entitled to a reply within one month of receipt of the request for information.

9 Right of appeal to the supervisory authority
According to Art. 77 GDPR, participants have the right to complain to a supervisory authority if they believe that their personal data are being processed in an unlawful manner.

10 Data Privacy Officer and Data Privacy Supervisory Authority
You can contact the data protection officer of the TU Dresden and the responsible supervisory authority at any time.

Contact details of the Data Protection Officer:
Technische Universität Dresden
Data Protection Officer Jens Syckor
01062 Dresden
Telephone: +49 351 463 32839 I Fax: +49 351 463 39718
Email: informationssicherheit@tu-dresden.de

As of: April 2022

Right of appeal (Art. 77 GDPR)
You can contact the TU Dresden data protection officer at any time (see above) as well as the competent supervisory authority for data protection in the event of a complaint pursuant to Art. 77 GDPR.

Competent supervisory authority:
Sächsische Datenschutzbeauftragte
Sächsische Datenschutz- und Transparenzbeauftragte
Postfach 11 01 32
01330 Dresden
Email: saechsdsb@slt.sachsen.de
Phone: + 49 (0) 35185471 101
www.datenschutz.sachsen.de

Note: To exercise your rights, it is sufficient to notify the responsible office (see above) in text form (letter, e-mail or fax) to the Vice-Rector Research (see above). However, the exercise of the rights only has an effect if the processed data makes it possible to identify you personally.

Exclusion of liability
Neither the organizers of DMA'23 nor TU Dresden can accept liability. There is no insurance cover for participants of all events. Neither the organizers of DMA'23 nor TU Dresden assumes any liability for
personal injury, property damage or financial losses that occur during the events. It is recommended that participants organize private insurance.

If you do not agree with the conditions of the exclusion of liability, participation in DMA'23 will unfortunately not be possible.

Employees of TU Dresden, who attend DMA'23 in the interest of the service, are insured by law.